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Setting of the problem
Consider the eigenfunctions of the stationary Dirac operator
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where  is the Planck constant, c0 is the velocity of light, e is the electric
charge of the particle, + is its rest mass, 8 is the scalar potential,
(A1 , A2 , A3) is the vector potential of the space in which the particle moves
and #k are the 4_4 Dirac matrices satisfying
#4=\ I0
0




0 + , k=1, 2, 3.
Here I is the 2_2 identity matrix and
_1=\ 0&i
&i
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are the so-called Pauli matrices. It is known that _2k=&I and if i{ j then
_i _j={_k&_k
if (i, j, k) is a cyclic permutation of (1, 2, 3)
otherwise.
Let 0/R3 be an arbitrary domain. Consider a selfadjoint extension of H
from C 0 (0) with discrete spectrum. It corresponds to a system (9n),
complete and orthonormal in L2(0, C4), of the eigenfunctions of H:
H9n=*n 9n .





9n* f, 9 n*=9 Tn
convergent in L2 . Its +th partial sum is





This sum may contain infinitely many members; for example in the special
case investigated by Evans [2, 3] there is an eigenvalue with infinite multi-
plicity. However, the sum is absolutely convergent; this follows from the
square sum estimate; see below in Section 3.







where K& denotes the Bessel function of the third kind of order &; see
Bateman and Erde lyi [1].
The Liouville classes L:p(R
3, C4), :>0, 1p consist, by definition,
of all four-component functions f representable in the form
f (x)=|
R3
g( y) v:( |x& y| ) dy, g # Lp(R3, C4)
and
& f &Lp:=&g&Lp .
It is known (Nikolskii [15]) that v:( |x| ) is the inverse Fourier trans-
form of (1+|!|2)&:2. Consequently L:p can be interpreted as the set of all
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functions in Lp , having derivatives in Lp ‘‘up to order :.’’ If : is integer, L:p
is indeed the usual Soboleff space W :p ; see Nikolskii [15].
We suppose in this paper that the potential functions A1 , A2 , A3 , and
8 are continuously differentiable in 0. Under this condition the following
statements will be proved about the convergence of the spectral expansion
considered:
Theorem 1. Let f # L:p(R
3, C4) where :>1, 1< p<, :p>3. Suppose
that f has compact support in 0. Then the spectral expansion of f converges
locally uniformly in 0. In other words
S+( f, x)  f (x) (+  )
and the convergence is uniform if x runs over a compact subset K of 0.
Theorem 2. Let f # L:2(R
3, C4), :>1 and suppose that f =0 on a sub-
domain 00/0. Then
S+( f, x)  0 (+  )
locally uniformly in 00 .
Theorem 3. Let f # L:p(R
3, C4), :>32, :p>3, 1< p and let f have
compact support in 0. Then the spectral expansion of f converges to f
absolutely and locally uniformly.
Previous Results. The statements corresponding to Theorems 13 in the
case of selfadjoint extension of the Laplace operator are given by Il’in
[11], for nonselfadjoint Laplace operators in three-dimensional domains
by Joo [14], and in N-dimensional domains by Horva th [57]; see also
[9]. In the one-dimensional case the above theorems follow immediately
from so-called equiconvergence theorems. It means that the difference of S+
and the corresponding partial sum of the trigonometric Fourier series tends
to zero locally uniformly. Such results are obtained in Joo , Komornik
[12], Joo [13] for Schro dinger operators and in Horva th [8] for Dirac
operators.
Some Basic Ideas and the Organization of the Paper. As it is seen from
the formulation of Theorems 13, we do not assume any boundary condi-
tion in order to produce a complete system of orthonormal eigenfunctions.
In case of ordinary differential operators the asymptotic behaviour of the
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues is known and it makes possible to study the
eigenfunction expansions. For partial differential operators such a general
theory of the asymptotic properties is not available; however some expres-
sions of eigenfunctions have known asymtotic forms. An important
example is the spectral function i.e., the kernel function of the + th partial
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sum operator, see Section 3. It is investigated, e.g., in Ga# rding [4] and
Ho rmander [10]. In these papers the potential is supposed to belong to
C. Another method is presented by Il’in [11] where smoothness of the
potential is not required. His method is based on the estimate of the square
sum of eigenfunctions, see Section 2.
The paper consists of five parts. In Section 1 we fix the main notations
and give the fundamental solution. It is then used in Section 2 to establish
a mean value formula, Lemma 5. It gives a connection between the integral
mean of an eigenfunction in a sphere and the value of the eigenfunction in
the centre. The analogous formula for the Schro dinger operator is due to
Titchmarsh [17]. In Section 3 we provide a square sum estimate of eigen-
functions; it is used everywhere in later parts. The main result of Section
4 is Lemma 12 stating that the main part of the spectral function is that
of the trigonometric Fourier series; main part in the sense that the
L2 -norm of the remainder is much less than that of the main part. Finally
Section 5 includes the proof of our theorems; they are based on the
BanachSteinhaus principle, namely that convergence follows from the
convergence in a dense subset if the partial sum operators are uniformly
bounded in the corresponding norms.
1. THE FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION OF THE DIRAC OPERATOR
Consider the eigenfunctions (1). In the notation of the operator H we
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xk(E0) Bk=0 for x{0. (5)
Proof. Using the properties
_i _j+_j_i=0 (i{ j)




xk (E0) Bk=c :
3
k=1
xk _ |x|&3 \ 0 i _i xi









xk _ |x|&3 \ i _i_k xi0
0





















Bkxk(E0)=0 for x{0 (5$)




xk(E0) Bk=$ in S$(R
3, C4) (6)
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Proof. Let . # S(R3, C4); then
\:k xk(E0) Bk+ (.)=&E0 \:k xk Bk .+=&|R 3 E0 :k Bkxk .
=& lim
=  0+ ||x|= E0 :k Bk xk .
= lim
=  0+ \||x|== E0 :k Bk .nk+||x|= :k xk(E0) Bk.+









The second summand vanishes by Lemma 1. In the first one write the



















0 + .(x) d*(x)
=
&1






























4?=2 ||x|== .(x) d*(x)  .(0) (=  0+)
which proves Lemma 2. K





2. THE MEAN VALUE FORMULA FOR THE EIGENFUNCTIONS
It is given in Lemma 5 below through some intermediate steps.
Lemma 3. If 9 satisfies (1) in a domain 0/R3 then
9(x)=
1
4?r2 ||x& y|=r 9+||x& y|r E0( y&x) C( y) 9( y) dy
&|
|x& y| r
*E0( y&x) 9( y) dy (8)
if [ y: |x& y|r]/0.
Proof. Let 0<=<r; then
|
=|x& y| r
*E0( y&x) 9( y) dy
=|
=|x& y| r






Bk yk 9( y) dy.


























yk(E0( y&x)) Bk9( y) dy.
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The third summand is zero by Lemma 1. The first one has the form
&1





_\ 0k _k( yk&xk)
k _k( yk&xk)
0 + 9( y) d*( y)
=
&1




A2( y&x)+ 9( y) d*( y)
=
1
4?r2 ||x& y|=r 9.
Analogously, the second summand is
&1




*E0( y&x) 9( y) dy
= lim
=  0+ |=|x& y|r *E0( y&x) 9( y) dy
=|
|x& y| r
E0( y&x) C( y) 9( y) dy+
1
4?r2 ||x& y|=r 9&9(x)
as we asserted. K
Remark. Since E0(x) has the magnitude order |x|&2, the integral
involving C( y) in (8) exists only if C belongs locally to Lq with some q>3.
However if we define the integral in the Cauchy principal value sense
|
|x& y| r
E0( y&x) C( y) 9( y) dy
= lim
=  0+ |=|x& y|r E0( y&x) C( y) 9( y) dy (9)
then the above proof shows that (8) holds if C is locally in L1 .
































(*S{(9)&S{(C9)) d{ dt, (10)
where nk is the kth component of the outward normal of the surface
|x& y|=t.






St( f ) dt.





























0 + St(nk 9) dt.




















0 + xk 9
=
1
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This is a second-order differential equation to F(r) the general solution of
which has the form











;({) d{+4?9(x)& sin **(r&t)** dt (13)













;({) d{+4?9(x)& cos **(r&t) dt.








Dividing by r we get the statement of Lemma 5. K
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Lemma 6. Denote



























0 + nk .
Proof. We know ( _knk)2=&I. Consequently, multiplying the equa-
tion defining _^j from the right by  _knk implies






































On the other hand, e8( I0
0






&I) changes sign if we
put the factor ( 0_k
_k
0 ) from its left to its right. This proves Lemma 6. K
Now we give a decomposition of the integral of the remainder term of
Lemma 5.












;({) d{& cos **(r&t) dt=b1(r)+b2(r)c0 ,




















C C& 9+ dt.






























**t & dt. (14)












































0 + 9( y)& dy













0 + yk 9+
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With (15) this proves Lemma 7. K
3. THE SQUARE SUM OF EIGENFUNCTIONS
Definition. The system (9n) of eigenfunctions (1) of the Dirac
operator is called Bessel system in L2(0, C4) if there exists a constant c1
satisfying
:




| f |2 ( f # L2(0, C4)).
Lemma 8. Let f # L2(0, C4), x # 0, 0<r<dist(x, 0), |:n |: and
suppose that (9n) is a Bessel system in L2(0, C4). Then
:




| f | 2 dy e2r:.
An analogous estimate holds with cos instead of sin.
Proof. We expand the sine function into Taylor series:
an=|
|x& y|r





(2k+1)! ||x& y| r 9n*( y) f ( y) |x& y|
2k+1 dy.
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&(an, k)&l2- c1 & f &L2 e
r:
and we are done. K
By the same method we can check that
Lemma 8$. Under the conditions of Lemma 8 we have
:
n } ||x& y|r 9n*( y) f ( y)








| f | 2.
Lemma 9. Square sum of eigenfunctions. If (9n) is a Bessel system in
L2(0, C4), K/0 is compact and +1 then
:
| |*n*|&+|1
|9n(x)| 2c+2 (x # K), (16)
where the constant c=c(K, c1) is independent of x and +.
Proof. Choose a number 0<R<min(12 dist(K, 0), ?4). Suppose








































;({) d{& cos *n*(r&t) dt dr
=An9n(x)+Bn .
The Bessel property implies that
:
n
|An 9n(x)+Bn |2c1 |
0















sin +r sin *n*r dr=c |
2R
R









with c independent also of R if +>+0 is large enough. Next we show that
:
| |*n*|&+|1
|Bn |2c(R) +2; (17)







| |*n*| &+| 1
( |Bn |2+|An9n(x)+Bn |2)c(R) +2.
Now check (17). In Bn we use the decomposition of the inner integral (see
(12)) given in Lemma 7. Suppose again that *n*=++=n>0. Then the
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expression in the inner integral of Bn corresponding to b1(r) has the form
sin *n*r } |
|x& y| r
(cos + |x& y| cos =n |x& y|
&sin + |x& y| sin =n |x& y| )
_
C( y)+C ( y)
|x& y|
9n( y) dy
&cos *n*r } |
|x& y| r
(sin + |x& y| cos =n |x& y|
+cos + |x& y| sin =n |x& y| )
_
C( y)+C ( y)
|x& y|
9n( y) dy.
Lemma 8 states that the square sum of these quantities is bounded by
c(R) |
|x& y| r
|C( y)+C ( y)|2
|x& y|2
dyc(R) &C+C &2L r.
The same estimate is true for the inner integral of Bn corresponding to
b2(r), only C+C is substituted by another bounded matrix function and
the quantity is divided by *n* , a number not close to zero. The above








+ sin +r } |
r
0









} } } dt}
2
drc+2
which proves Lemma 9 if ++0 .
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If 0<R1 is small enough then the numerator of An has the magnitude
order *n*2R21 , hence
|An |cR21
with a universal constant c>0. The square sum of b1(r) can be estimated














where C is the simple notation of the matrix given in the brackets of the
definition of b2(r). Here in the first summand we use |sin *n*r*n*|<r and




which in turn implies n |Bn |2c. Remark that if summands *n*=0 occur,
we use the corresponding limit relations resulting from *n*  0 and the
same estimates hold true. Lemma 9 is proved. K
4. THE SPECTRAL FUNCTION
We call the spectral function the kernel of the partial sum operator; it has
the form
3(x, y, +)= :
|*n*|<+
9n(x) 9n*( y). (18)
This is a 4_4-matrix; the sum (if infinite) is convergent pointwise and for




3(x, y, +) f ( y) dy. (19)
We shall see below that 3(x, y, +) ‘‘approximately’’ equals
30(x, y, +)=V( |x& y|, +) \I0
0
I+ ,










Some preliminary results are needed.
Lemma 10. Let C be an arbitrary 4_4 matrix function, continuous in 0
and let F be continuous in (0, R]. Then
:






F(r) sin *n*(r&|x& y| ) dr dy }
2
c &C &2 |
R
0
rF 2(r) dr (20)
whenever the right hand side is finite.
Proof. Denote an the quantity in the absolute value in the left of (20).
We can substitute *n* by |*n*| in an . For every n choose the natural number





F(r)[sin k(r&|x& y| ) cos =n(r&|x& y| )







(2d ) ! |
R
|x& y|














:1(k, d, |x& y| )+
=2d+1n
(2d+1)!
:2(k, d, |x& y| )& .




(a (d )n, 1+a
(d )
n, 2),






(2d ) ! ||x& y| R
C ( y)
|x& y|








:2(k, d, |x& y| ) 9n( y) dy.




|:1(k, d, t)|2c |
R
t












Using this and the basis property of the 9n we get for fixed d
:
n
























|:1 | 2 dy
=
c





St( |C |2) :

k=1










F 2(r) dr } R4d dt
c &C &2
R4d
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These estimates imply that
&an&l2:
d
&a (d )n, 1&l2+:
d
&a (d )n, 2&l2
c &C & |
R
0







ceR &C & |
R
0
rF 2(r) dr. K











whenever the right hand side is finite. The constant c may depend on R, K,
C but not on F and x. The function b(r) is defined in Lemma 7.
Proof. Since b(r)- r # L2(0, R), we can assume without loss of
generality that F # C(0, R]. R0 Fb1 and *n* 
R









F(r) sin *n*(r&t) dr dt












































Here the square sum of the I1 resp. I2 can be estimated by Lemma 8 resp.
Lemma 8$ as
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:
|*n*| <1
|I1 | 2c |
R
0





} ||x& y| r
C ( y)
|x& y|









|I2 | 2c |
R
0


















The proof is complete. K
Lemma 12. Estimates for the spectral function
(a) Denote
3 =30&3
the remainder term of the spectral function. Then




(b) Let 1q<32 and let D/0 be a measurable bounded subset.
Then




The y-norm estimates (21), (22) are locally uniform in x # 0.
(c) Let 00/0 be a subdomain and K/00 be compact. Then
&3&L2 (0"00){c+ ln +c
(++0)
(++0)
(x # K). (23)
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Proof. (a) Count the coefficients of 30 ,
vn=|
0
9n*(z) V( |x&z|, +) dz=|
R
0












rV(r, +) b(r) dr&*
=A n9n*(x)+B n*.
Then
V( |x& y|, +) \I0
0
I+=:n 9n( y) vn=:n 9n( y) 9 n*(x) A n+:n 9n( y) B n*;
hence the remainder 3 has the decomposition
3 *=3 1+3 2 ,
where
3 1(x, y, +)=:
n
9n( y) 9n*(x)(A n&$ |*n*| <+),
3 2(x, y, +)= 9n( y) B n*.
It is known (see, e.g., Joo [14]) that









It makes easy the norm estimate of 3 1 ,
&3 1&2=:
n
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On the other hand Lemma 11 states that
&3 2&2=:
n
|B n | 2c |
R
0










(b) Since D is bounded,
&3 &Lq(D)c(q) &3 &L2(D)












since q<32. This proves (b).
(c) Again it remained to check the norm estimate (c) for 30 . But
if x # K/00 , y # 0"00 and 0<R<dist(K, 0"00), then by definition
30(x, y, +)=0. Lemma 12 is proved. K
5. THE PROOF OF THEOREMS 1, 2, AND 3
First we show the statement of Theorem 1 for sufficiently smooth func-
tions:
Lemma 13. If f # C 0 (0) then
S+( f, x)  f (x) (+  )




9 n* f =
1




















*n* |0 9n* f1 .
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*n*2 |0 9n* f2 ;
since C is continuously differentiable, f2 is continuous with compact
support in 0. Consequently
| f (x)&S+( f, x)| :
|*n*|+
1
*n*2 } |0 9n* f2 } |9n(x)|
:


















c & f2&L(supp f ) 1+
i.e., S+ f & f =O(+&12) tends uniformly to zero. K
We shall need also the next two statements. Define the polynomial
w:(r)=a0+a2r2,








Lemma 14. (Nikolskii [15]). Let 0<:<2 and f # L:p(R
3, C4), supp f
/0 be compact and let 0<R<dist(supp f, 0). Then there exists a func-
tion g # Lp(R3, C4) with compact support in 0 satisfying
f (x)=|
0
(vR: ( |x& y| )&w
R
: ( |x& y| )) g( y) dy.
The norms &g&Lp and & f &L:p are equivalent.
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The following imbedding theorem is needed





and this imbedding is continuous.
Proof of Theorem 1. Step 1. We can suppose that 1<:<2 and p>3.























if 0<#<:&1 is sufficiently small. On the other hand it follows from
:p<4 that 1p$ is positive. Hence Lemma 15 implies L:p/L
;
p$ and it is
enough to prove Theorem 1 for f # L;p$ . From now on we denote 1<;<2
by : and 3< p$< by p.
Step 2. Take the function g corresponding to f by Lemma 14. Then






















: )( | y&z| ) 9n( y) 9 n*(x) dy dz.
This implies that
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: )( | y&z| ) 9n( y) 9 n*(x) dy"Lq(supp g)c; (24)
with c=c(K, q, R) independent of + and f. Then we have
|S+( f, x)|c &g&Lpc & f &Lp: . (25)
Given an =>0 there exists a function f0 # C 0 such that
& f& f0&Lp:<=; & f & f0&L<=
(see Triebel [18]). But we know from Lemma 13 that
&S+ f0& f0 &L(K)<=
for + sufficiently large. Then (25) implies that
|S+ f (x)& f (x)||S+( f & f0 , x)|+| f (x)& f0(x)|
+|S+( f0 , x)& f0(x)|<(c+2) =.
Thus we have seen that the statement of Theorem 1 is a simple corollary
of (24). In what follows we prove (24).































Hence we have to show
" :
|*n*|<+
(Cn9n(z)+Dn) 9n*(x)"Lq(supp g)c. (24$)
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Step 4. We prove that
Cn=c(1+*n*2)&:2+$n , $n=O \ 11+*n*2+ .




w:(r) r } 4?
sin *n*r
*n*
dr=O \ 11+*n*2+ .
In order to estimate the other part of Cn we recall the following expansion
















m ! 1(m+&+1)& .
It shows that

















+O \ 11+*n*2+ .












































+O \ 11+*n*2+ .
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and we are ready.
Step 6. We finally show that
" :|*n*|<+ Dn(z) 9 n*(x)"L2(supp g)c; (26)
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and, by the definition of w:
.(R)=.$(R)=0.
From the expansion of the Bessel function K& mentioned in Step 4 we
derive the estimates
.(r)cr:&2, .$(r)cr:&3, ."(r)cr:&4.
Using this we consider first the summands of (26) with small eigenvalue.
From Lemma 9 and 11 we get
} :
|*n*|<1
Dn(z) 9 n*(x) } :
|*n*|<1










Now consider the decomposition of Dn corresponding to Lemma 7. The









St((C+C ) 9n) |
R
t
.(r) sin *n*(r&t) dr dt.





























$n=O \ 1*n*2t3&:+ .
The remainder term of (27) put into Dn, 1 can be easily estimated:











9n(z+w) 9 n*(x) $n( |w| ) dw"L2









































0 + wk 9n(z+w)& dw
=
1


















0 +& 9n(z+w) dw. (28)
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.(r) sin *n*(r&t) dr=O \ 1*n*2t2&:+ ; (30)




follows by the above. Thus the proof of (26) became complete; since it was
the last step in proving Theorem 1, we are ready. K
Proof of Theorem 2. Observe first that we can suppose 1<:<2. Con-
sider the function g corresponding to f by Lemma 14. Then g must be zero
a.e. in the domain 00, R=[ y # 00 : dist( y, 00)>R]. Let K/00, R be com-
pact; we have to show that S+ f  f (=0) uniformly on K. We follow the




(Cn9n(z)+Dn(z)) 9n*(x)"L2(supp g)c. (31)
For the summands with Dn , Step 6 applies directly. Step 5 can also be
repeated with the only difference that we use (23) instead of (22) (and in
Lemma 12 we consider 00, R instead of 00). So the proof of (31) is
ready. K
Proof of Theorem 3. Step 1. We can suppose p=2. Indeed, if p>2
then we can simply diminish p to 2 since by the compactness of supp f,
f # L:p O f # L
:
2 . If 1<p<2, we apply the imbedding theorem (Lemma 15),
namely L:p/L
;
2 , where ;=:&3(1p&12)>32, since :&3p>0. From
now on we suppose f # L:2 , :>32.
Step 2. Let g be the function corresponding to f by Lemma 14. Then
the calculations of Steps 2 and 3 of Theorem 1 imply
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:
n } |0 9 n* f } |9n(x)|
=:




: )( | y&z| ) 9n( y) dy dz } |9n(x)|
=:
n } |0 g*(z)(Cn9n(z)+Dn(z)) dz } |9n(x)|.





We have seen in Step 4 of Theorem 1 that
Cn=O \ 1(1+*n*2):2+ .
Consequently
:
n } |0 g*(z) Cn9n(z) dz } |9n(x)|
=:
n














Step 4. It remains to prove that
:
n } |0 g*(z) Dn(z) dz } |9n(x)|c. (32)








} |0 g*(z) Dn(z) dz } |9n(x)||0 | g(z)| :|*n*| <1 |Dn(z)| |9n(x)| dz
c |
0
| g(z)| dzc &g&L2 ;
so in (32) we have to sum up only for n with |*n* |1. With the notations
of the proof of Theorem 1 consider first Dn, 1 and the remainder term of
(27) in it:
:
n } |0 g*(z) ||w|R
1
|w|
























|w| :&4 dwc &g&L2 |
R
0
t:&2 dtc &g&L2 .
Concerning the main part of (27) we apply (28). Define
gn(w)=|
0





wk(C+C )(z+w) \ 0_k
_k
0 ++






































|w|:&4 dwc &g&L2 .
This proves (32) with Dn, 1 instead of Dn . The analogous estimate for Dn, 2
goes by using the formulas (29), (30) as:
:
|*n*| >1
} |0 g*(z) Dn, 2(z) dz } |9n(x)|
=:
n } ||w| R
$n( |w| )














t:&1 dtc &g&L2 . K
Concluding remarks. Discussing the conditions given in Theorems 13
we mention first that :p>3 is necessary to ensure continuity of the
expanded function; see Triebel [18]. In case :<1 Il’in [11] constructed a
function with divergent expansion by the eigenfunctions of the Laplace
operator. Since in case of zero potentials the eigenfunctions of the Dirac
operator are eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator as well (see Horva th
[9]), this shows that :1 is necessary. In the present paper the case :=1
is left open; it is neither clear whether we can drop the assumption on the
differentiability of the potential.
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